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Let m and n denote positive integers. Let Q=P1P2 ••• P, denote a 
product of n distinct prime numbers Pv P 2, ... , P,; let x"'. and Ypv denote 
real numbers with 
(1) (I~ fl ~ m; I~ v ~ n) 
and let f(vv ... , vm) be defined for all real values of Vv ... , vm. In this 
paper facilitated by a grant of the (American) National Science Foundation 
I consider the sum 
(2) S = L /h(D)f(min (z11(D), ... , z1,(D)), ... , min (zm1(D), ... , Zmn(D)), 
D/Q 
where #(D) denotes the function of Mobius and where 
(3) _ ~ x"'. for each v with P. f D Zpv(D)- £ h • h p jD y"'. or eac v Wit • . 
In the particular case m = 1 we shall find that S possesses the value 
(4) S=f(min (x1v ... , x1,))-f(min (xw ... , x1,, y)), 
where y=max (Yw ... , y1,). In the particular case m= I the sum S is 
therefore equal to the contribution of two terms, namely the term with 
D= I and a term with D=PT, where the positive integer r:;;;;n is chosen 
in such a way that y1T = y; the term with D = I is namely by definition 
equal to f(min (x11 , ... , x1,)) and furthermore we have for v= I, 2, ... , n 
(5) 
hence 
for v#r 
for v= r, 
min (z11(PT), ... , z1,(PT))=min (x1v ... , x1,, y), 
so that the term with D=PT has the value- f(min (xw ... , x1,, y)). 
The question arises whether a similar identity holds for each positive 
integer m. To simplify the formulation I assume for each positive integer 
fl~m that the n numbers y"'1 , ... , y"'" are distinct, so that 
(6) 
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However, this is only a question of convenience, since it is easy to find 
the corresponding results in the case that for at least one positive integer 
11~m two or more numbers occurring in the system y,.1, .•• , y,... are equal. 
Definition: I say that a divisor E of Q (in this paper a divisor 
means always a positive divisor) possesses property !] if for each positive 
integer v ~ n it is possible to find at least one positive integer 11 such that 
y,..~y,... for each prime factor P"' of E. 
It follows immediately from this definition that 1 possesses property !J. 
If y denotes the largest number y,.. (1~J1~m; 1~v~n), then there 
exists at least one positive integer r such that y,.... = y for suitably chosen #· 
According to the definition the prime factor P"' possesses therefore prop-
erty !J. Consequently Q possesses at least two divisors with property !J. 
If m = 1, then it follows from ( 6) that these are the only divisors of Q 
with property !J. This is even the case for each positive integer m if there 
exists a positive integer a~n such that Y,.a~Y,.. for f1= 1, ... , m; v= 1, ... , n. 
Indeed each prime factor P"' of a divisor E of Q with property!] satisfies 
for suitably chosen positive integer 11~m the inequality Y,.a~Y""'' hence 
y,...=Y,.a, so that r=a by (6). Thus we see that Pais the only possible 
prime factor of E, so that 1 and Pa are the only divisors of Q with 
property !] . 
In general, however, Q has more than two divisors with property !J. 
The next remark is an immediate consequence of the preceding 
definition, whereas the remarks 2 and 3 shall be proved below. 
Remark 1: If a divisor D of Q possesses property !J, then also each 
divisor of D possesses this property. 
Remark 2: Each divisor of Q with property !] is a product of at 
most m primes. 
Remark 3: If m:£n, then the number of divisors of Q with property 
!] which can be written as a product of m primes is at most equal to the · 
numbers of divisors of Q with property !] which can be written as a product 
of m-1 primes. 
In particular: Then are at most (m~ 1 ) divisors of Q with property !] 
which can be written as a product of m primes. 
The main purpose of this paper is to deduce the identity 
(7) S= "'2:_!1(E)f(min (z11(E), ... , ~ .. (E)), ... , min (zm1(E), ... , z.,.,.(E))), 
E 
where the sum is extended over the divisors E of Q with property !J. 
This means that the total contribution to S of the divisors D of Q 
without property !] is equal to zero. 
Formula (4) is the special case of this identity with m= 1, but there 
exists for ( 4) a direct proof which is simpler than the proof of the general 
identity. 
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First I shall establish the proof of the remarks 2 and 3 and then I 
shall deduce identity (7). After this I treat the corresponding results for 
maxima instead of minima and finally I deduce sharp lower and upper 
bounds for the sum S under the assumption that f(vv ... , vm) is a real 
monotonic function of v1 , .•• , vm. 
Proof of remark 2 
Let E denote a divisor of Q with property Q and with two distinct 
prime factors Pa and Pr. According to the definition of property Q it is 
possible to find two positive }, and fk both ;:-; m such that 
(8) 
These two integers A and fl are distinct, for if they were equal, we would 
have y.,a=Y.m contrary to (6). Consequently if E=Pr Pr ... Pr is a 
r r 1 2 r 
divisor of Q with property Q, then we find in this way r distinct positive 
integers fL1, ... , fl" _all ;:-; m, so that r ;:-; m. 
Proof of remark 3 
I shall prove more, namely: for each divisor E of Q with property Q 
which can be written as a product of m primes it is possible to construct 
a divisor D of E with property Q which can be written as a product of 
m- l primes and this construction can be chosen in such a way that 
distinct divisors E yield distinct divisors D. 
Put E = P g, P e, ... P em. We can choose the order of the prime factors 
in such a way that 
(9) 
( Y1e, =min (Yie,, Yle,, · · ·' Yie,J; 
) Y2g, =min (y2Q,, Y2g,, ·· ., Y2QJ; 
) y. • • ~ I~in.(y . . . y. • ). 
( m-I,Qm-1 m-I,Qm-1' m-I,Qm 
\ 
If the divisor E is given, then in vww of (6), the numbers ev ... , !?m 
are uniquely defined by (9), so that also D=Pe, Pe, ... Pem-I is completely 
determined. Now we must conversely show that by means of this proce-
dure E is uniquely determined if D is given. Then the system 
e1, e2, ... , !?m-l is given, apart from the order, but (9) yields 
Y1e, =min (Yle,, ... , Yl.em-1); 
Y2e, =min (Y2e,, · · ·' Y2.em--1); 
so that in view of (6) the integers ev ... , !?rn-2 and therefore also !?m-l 
are known. There remains therefore only to show that also !?m is uniquely 
determined. 
The positive integers J' ;:-; n -vvith y1,. ;:-;!he, form a knmvn set A1 which 
16 Series A 
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contains e1 and according to (9) none of the numbers e2, ••• ,em- The 
positive integers v ~ n which do not belong to Ai and satisfy the inequality 
Y2v~Y2e, form a known set A2 which contains e2 and none of the numbers 
ev e3 , e4, ••• ,em· Continuing in this way we find that the positive integers 
v ~ n which belong to none of the sets A1, ••• , Am_2 and satisfy the inequality 
Ym-l.~~Ym-l,em-l form a known set Am-l which contains em-l and none 
of the numbers ev e2, ... , em-2, em· Finally the positive integers v~n 
which belong to none of the sets Av A2, ••• , Am-l form a known set Am 
which contains em and none of the numbers ev e2, ... , em-l• 
Since E possesses property Q it is possible to find for each integer v 
belonging to Am at least one fl such that y 1,. ~ y pT for each divisor P T of E. 
In other words: this inequality holds for -c=eh (h= l, ... , m). Here v 
belongs to none of the sets Av ... , Am-v so that it follows from the 
definition of these sets that fl is none of the numbers l, 2, ... , m-l. 
Consequently fl = m, so that Ym~ ~ YmT for each element v of 'Am and for 
-c=eh (h= l, ... , m). In particular Ym~~Ym.em for each element v in Am, 
so that 
Ym.em = max Ym~ 
By this relation, in conjunction with (6), the number em is uniquely 
determined. This completes the proof. 
Before proceeding to the proof of the required identity (7) we introduce 
a definition and we make some remarks. 
Definition: I call two divisors D i= l and E i= l of Q equivalent and 
I write D ~ E if and only if 
(10) miny,_.~=miny,_.v 
P~/D PvfE 
for ft= l, 2, ... , m. 
On the left hand side v runs through the positive integers v ~ n such 
that Pv divides D. 
I say that l is the only divisor of Q which is equivalent with l. 
Remark 4: If two divisors D and E of Q are equivalent, then they 
are equivalent with their greatest common divisor. 
This follows immediately from the preceding definition. 
Remark 5: If D and E denote two divisors i= l of Q such that (10) 
holds for a certain value of the positive integer fl ~ m, then this fl has also 
the property that 
min (z,_.1(D), ... , Z,_.n(D))=min (z,_.1(E), ... , Z,_.n(E)). 
To prove this we put for each divisor D of Q 
if P~f D 
if Pv I D. 
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Then 
min (w"'I(D), ... , Wpn (D))= min YP•• 
Pv!D 
hence by (10) 
(11) min (w"'1(D), ... , w"'.,(D))=min (w"'1(E), ... , w"' .. (E)). 
From the definition of the numbers zpv(D) given in (3) it follows that 
z"'~(D)~wpv(D), hence min (z"'1(D), ... , zp .. (D))~min (w"'1(D), ... , w"' .. (D)). 
The inequality holds if and only if there exists at least one positive 
integer v ~ n with 
(12) 
If (12) holds for some v, then we have 
min (z"'1(D), ... , zpn(D))=min (x"'v ... , x"' .. ), 
since zpa(D)~x"'" (a= 1, ... , n) and z""'(D) < x"',_ (A.= 1, ... , n) would imply 
z"",(D) < x"''" hence z""'(D) =y""'=w"',.(D) <xP• contrary to {12). Moreover 
we have for this v 
(13) P.{ E; 
the second of these .two relations follows from (11) and (12), whereas 
P. I E would imply 
min (wp1(E), ... , wpn(E))~w"'.(E)=Ypv~XP•• 
contrary to (11) and (12). Interchanging D and Ewe see that (13) implies 
(12), so that (12) and (13) are equivalent. Consequently the two sides 
of the required relation are either both equal to 
min (w"'1(D), ... , w"' .. (D))=min (wp1(E), ... , wp.,(E)) 
or both equal to min (x"'v ... , x"'.,). This completes the proof. 
Remark 
by a square 
{14) 
6: If Q and R denote positive integers and Q is not divisible 
>I, then 
L p,(D) = ~ 1 
D/Q ( 0 
<D.R)-1 
if QIR 
if Q{R. 
The sum is extended over the divisors D of Q which are relatively prime 
to R. 
The proof is simple. The left hand side of (14) is equal to 
(15) I p,(D) I p,(d)= I p,(d) I p,(D), 
D/Q diD d/Q D 
d/R d/R 
where L is extended over the divisors D of Q which are divisible by d. 
D 
Putting D=Hd we obtain 
I fl(D)=p,(d) I fl(H)= ~flo(d) 
D Hj~ ? 
if d=Q 
if d=FQ. 
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Consequently, if Q divides R, then the right hand side of (15) contains 
one term ~0, namely the term with d=Q and with the value ,u2(d)= l. 
If Q does not divide R, then each term on the right hand side of (15) 
vanishes. 
Remark 7: Let E be a given divisor ~ 1 of Q. Denote by U the 
product liP. extended over the positive integers v~n suck that P. divides 
E and that at least one positive integer ,u ~ m satisfies the inequality 
(16) y,.. ~ y,.. for each prime factor P, of E. 
Denote by V the product liP. extended over the positive integers v~n 
suck that P. divides E-1Q and that at least one positive integer ,u~m 
satisfies ( 16). 
The integers U and V depend on E. It follows from this definition 
that U divides E and that V is relatively prime to E. 
I shall prove that a divisor D of Q is equivalent with E if and only if 
(1) D is a multiple of U; (2) D is relatively prime to V. 
That D and E are not equivalent means that for at least one positive 
integer ,u ~ m either 
(17) min Yp-r <min Yp-r 
PT/D PT/E 
or 
(18) min yJ.tT >min Yp-r· 
PT/D PT/E 
Inequality (17) means that D possesses at least one prime factor P. 
which does not divide E with 
(19) 
for if (19) holds, it holds even with < instead of ~ according to (6). 
Consequently (17) holds if and only if D possesses at least one prime 
factor P. which divides V. 
Inequality (18) means that E possesses at least one prime factor P. 
which does not divide D and which satisfies (19). Consequently (18) 
holds if and only if U contains at least one prime factor P. which does 
not divide D. This establishes the proof. 
Remark 8: A divisor E~1 of Q possesses property Q if and only 
if the numbers U and V introduced in the immediately preceding remark 
satisfy the condition UV =Q (in this case U =E). 
To prove this we assume first that UV =Q. Then each prime factor 
P. of Q is a factor of U or V, so that for each positive integer v~n it 
is possible to find a positive number ,u~m which satisfies (16). Conse-
quently E possesses property D. 
Let us now conversely assume that E possesses property D. Then for 
each positive integer v ~ n it is possible to find a positive integer ,u ~ m 
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with (16). Consequently each prime factor of E divides U and each prime 
factor of E-1Q divides V, so that U =E and V =E-1Q, hence UV =Q. 
Remark 9: Each divisor E of Q with property Q satisfies the condition 
that E is the only divisor of Q which is equivalent with E. 
For by the immediately preceding remark we have Q= UV. Since U 
divides E and V divides E- 1Q we have U =E and V =E'- 1Q, so that E is 
the only divisor of Q which is a multiple of U and which is relatively 
prime to V. This means according to remark 7 that E is the only divisor 
of Q which is equivalent with E. 
Remark 10: For each divisor E of Q we have 
if E possesses property Q 
otherwise. 
This is obvious forE= 1, so that in the proof I may assume that E =Fl. 
Using the numbers U and V introduced in remark 7 we obtain 
(20) I #(D)= L #(D). 
D/Q D!Q 
D~E D==O (mod U) 
(D. Vl-1 
Put D=HU. Since U and V are relatively prime, the condition that 
D and V are relatively prime is equivalent with the condition that H 
and V are relatively prime. The right hand side of (20) has therefore 
the value 
ifQ=UV 
if Q=FUV 
according to remark 6. This, in conjunction with remark 8, yields the 
required result. 
Proof of the identity (7) 
Let r denote a system formed by divisors of Q such that for each 
divisor D of Q the system r contains one and only one divisor of Q which 
is equivalent to D. Then 
S = L I fl(D) f (min (z11(D), ... , z1,. (D)), ... , min (zm1 (D), ... , Zmn (D))) 
Einr D!Q 
D~E 
= L /(min(zu(E), ... ,z1n(E)), ... ,min(zm1(E), ... ,zmn(E))) L #(D) 
Einr D/Q 
D~E 
by remark 5. Remark 10 gives therefore 
S= .L*#(E)f(min (z11(E), ... , z1n(E)), ... ,min (zm1(E), ... , zmn(E))), 
where the sum is extended over the divisors E of Q which belong to r 
and possess property Q. The definition of the set F, in conjunction with 
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remark 9, shows that this set contains all the divisors of Q with property 
D, so that the sum 2* is extended over all the divisors E of Q with 
property D. This completes the proof. · 
Above we have obtained an identity for the sum S defined in (2). 
It is easy to find a similar result for the sum 
(21) T= 2 Jl(D) f (max (z11 (D), ... ,z1,.(D)), .•. , max (zm1(D), ... ,zm,.(D))), 
D/Q 
p;t;ovided that the inequalities ( 1) are replaced by 
(22) (1;;;;; fl;;;;; m; 1;;;;; v;;;;; n). 
If we replace x""', y". and f(v10 ••• , v,.) by -x"'"' -y". and f( -vv ... , -vm), 
thenS becomes T. Formula (4) gives therefore that in the special case m= I 
T =/(max (xu, ... , x1,.))- /(max (xu, ... , x1,., y')); 
where y' =min (yu, ... , y1,.). To obtain the corresponding result for 
arbitrary positive integer m I say that a divisor E of Q possesses property 
D' if for each positive integer v;;;;; n it is possible to find at least one 
positive integer Jl;2;m such that y".~Ywr: for each prime factor P., of E. 
The identity (7) yields 
T= "'J.fl(E)f(max (z11(D), ... , Zt,.(D)), ... ,max (zm1(D), ... , zmn(D))), 
B 
where the sum is extended over the divisors E of Q with property D'. 
The remarks 1, 2 and 3 remain valid if D is replaced by D'. 
Let us now return to the sumS defined in (2) and deduce for this--suiD 
sharp lower and upper bounds under the assumption that the inequalities 
(1) hold and that f(vv ... , v,.) is either a real monotonically not increasing 
or a real monotonically not decreasing function of Vv ..• , v,., which is 
~L and ;;;;;K, where K and L denote given constants. To begin with 
we shall prove that under these conditions 
(23) - (K -L)A,.;;;;; S;;;;; (K -L)B,.. 
Here 
A =B = (n-1) 
n n in if n is even. 
If n = 1 (mod 4) and f(v1, .•• , v,.) is a monotonically not decreasing 
furrction of v1, ••. , v,., and also if n = -1 (mod 4) and f(v1, ... , v,.) is a 
monotonically not increasing function of v1 , .•. , vm, then 
(n-1) A .. = in+!; (n-1) B,.= !n-t . 
Finally if n = -1 (mod 4) and f(v1 , ••. , vm) is a monotonically not 
decreasing function of v1, ••• , vm and also if n = I (mod 4) and f(v1, ••• , vm) 
is a monotonically not increasing function of v10 ••• , v"', then 
(n-1) A .. = tn-t ; (n-1) B,.= tn+t. 
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In the proof I may assum:e that f(v1, .•. , vm) is a monotonically not 
decreasing function of v1, ••. , vm, for otherwise it is sufficient to replace 
S, f(v1, ••• , vm), K and L by -S, - f(vv ... , vm), -L and -K. 
In the special case L=K the function f(v1, ••• , vm) is identically equal 
to K, so that 
B=K ~ p,(D)=O. 
D/Q 
In the proof I may therefore assume that L<K. To show that without 
loss of generality we may assume L = 0 and K = l, we note that 
I*( ) _ f (vl, ... , Vm) -L VI•···· Vm- K-L 
is a monotonically not decreasing function of Vv ••• , vm, which is ~ 0 
and ~ l; if we replace f by /*, then S becomes S* and we have 
(24) B=L ~ p,(D)+(K-L) ~ p,(D)f*=(K-L)S*; 
D/Q D/Q 
consequently, if we have already proved that 
then (24) yields the required inequality (23). 
The function 
F(D) =/(min {z11(D), ... , ~ .. (D)), ... , min (zm1{D), ... , Zmn(D))) 
has the property that F(D')~F(D) for each divisor D' of D, since we 
have 
Zp.v(D)=Zpv(D')=x,. if Pvf D; 
zp..(D)=zp.v(D')=yf.l" if P. J D'; 
zf.l.(D')=xf.l.~Yp..=z,.(D) if P.f D'; P.l D. 
It is therefore sufficient to prove the following 
Lemma: If F(D) denotes a number ~ 0 and ~ l defined for each 
divisor D of Q such that F(D') ~ F(D) for each divisor D' of D, then the sum 
B= ~ p,{D) F(D) 
D/Q 
satisfies the inequalities 
-A .. ~S~B ... 
· The proof is as follows. Let A.= (A.1, ... , A..,) be an arbitrary permutation 
of (1, 2, ... , n). Put for each positive integer r~n 
Then 
(25) S= ~ p,(D)F(D)= ~ p,(D) F;.(D). 
D/Q D/Q 
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The sum L_;.F;.(D) extended over then! possible permutations A. does not 
change its value, if D is replaced by a divisor of Q with the same number 
of prime factors, so that I can write 
(26) 
where r denotes the number of prime factors of D. Formula (25) yields 
therefore 
hence 
(27) 
If O~r~n-l, then 
where D* denotes a divisor of Q with r + 1 prime factors. If we choose 
in (26) for D a divisor of D* with r prime factors, then it follows from 
the condition imposed on the function F that F;.(D)~F;.(D*), so that 
g.~Yr+I· We have therefore 
(28) 
The right hand side of (27) is a linear function of gn which assumes 
under the restrictions (28) its extreme values for gn = 0 or gn = gn_1. If 
we have chosen gn=O or gn=gn_1, then the right hand side of (27) is a 
linear function of gn_1 which assumes under the restrictions (28) its 
extreme values for gn_1 = 0 or· gn_1 = gn_2. Continuing in this way we see 
that under the restrictions (28) the right hand side of (27) assumes its 
extreme values either for g0 = g1 = ... = gn = 0 or for g0 = g1 = ... = gn = l 
or for 
gt+1 =gt+2= ••• =gn= 0, 
where t denotes a suitably chosen integer ~ 0 and ~ n- l. The right hand 
side of (27) assumes in the first case the value zero, in the second case 
the value 
and in the third case the value 
If n is even, then 
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If n = 1 (mod. 4), then 
_ ( n -1 )· :::;; ( _ )1 (n -1) :::;; ( n -1) !n+t - t - in-ti · 
Finally if n _ -1 (mod. 4), then 
_ (n-1):::;; (-)'(n-1) s(n-1) in-t - t - !n+~ · 
Under the restrictions (28) the right hand side of (27) is therefore ;:;;; -A,. 
and ~B.,. This completes the proof. 
The inequality (23) proved in this way is sharp for large m, but weak 
for small values of m. For instance in the case m= 1 identity (4) gives 
immediately the much sharper inequality 0~ S ~K -L, if f(v) is a 
monotonically not decreasing function of v. For this reason we deduce 
here the following sharper inequality for small values of m. 
Assume that m~in+i, that the inequalities (1) hold and that f(vv ... , vm) 
is either a monotonically not increasing or a monotonically not decreasing 
function of Vv ... , vm. Then 
(29) - (K -L) Anm ~ S ~ (K -L) B.,m, 
where Anm and Bnm are defined as follows: 
If m is even and f(vv ... , vm) is monotonically not decreasing and also 
if m is odd and f(vv ... , vm) is monotonically not increasing, then 
(n-1) Anm= m-1 ; (n-1) Bnm= m-2 • 
If m is odd and f(vv ... , vm) is monotonically not decreasing and also if 
m is even and f(vv ... , vm) is monotonically not increasing, then 
(n-1) Anm= m-2 ; (n-1\ Bnm= m-1}; 
here (n~l) means zero. 
Exactly as in the proof of (23) we may assume that f(vv ... , vm) is a 
monotonically not decreasing function of Vv ... , vm and that L = 0; K = 1. 
By means of the identity (7) we write 
(30) S= 2,[t(E)G(E), 
E 
where the sum is extended over the divisors E of Q with property Q 
and where for each divisor D of Q 
G(D)=f(min (z11(D), ... , z1 .. (D)), ... ,min (zm1(D), ... , zm.,(D))). 
We have G(D');;;.G(D) for each divisor D' of D, so that it is sufficient 
to prove the following 
Lemma: If G(D) denotes a number ;;;.o and ~ 1 defined for each 
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divisor D of Q such that G(D') "?;.G(D) for each divisor D' of D, then the 
sum S defined by (30) satisfies the inequalities 
In the proof I put for each divisor D of Q 
if D possesses property Q 
otherwise. 
Then F(D') "?;. F(D) for each divisor D' of D. This is obvious if D does 
not possess property Q; if D possesses property !J, then also the divisor 
D' of D possesses this property by remark 1, so that 
F(D')=G(D');;;;. G(D)=F(D). 
In the same way as in the preceding lemma we write S in the form 
where 
0 ~ g., ~ g.,_l ~ · • • ~ (Jl ~ (Jo ~ 1. 
However, here we know more. Each divisor of Q with property Q is 
according to remark 2 the product of at most m primes. Consequently 
for each divisor D of Q which is the product of more than m primes 
we have F(D)=O, so that gm+1 = ... =g.,=O, hence 
(31) 
Moreover we shall prove that 
n+I-m -(32} m (/m ~ (Jm-1" 
By definition(:) gm is the sum l,'G(E) extended over the divisors E of Q 
with property Q which c~;~.n be written as a product of m primes. Similarly 
(m~l) gm-l is the sum l,"G(D) extended over the divisors D of Q with 
property Q which can be written as a product of m- 1 primes. In the 
proof of remark 3 we have seen that for each divisor E of Q with property 
Q which is the product of m primes it is possible to construct a divisor 
D of E whic h is the product of m- 1 primes, where the construction 
i s such that distinct divisors E yield distinct divisors D. In this way we 
find for each term G(E) in the sum l,'G(E) a term G(D)"?;.G(E) in the 
sum l,"G (D) in such a way that 
l,'G(E) ~ l,"G(D), 
hence 
which yields (32). 
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In this way we obtain 
(33) · 0 < n + l -m < _.. < _.. _.. I = !fm = !lm-1 :. !lm-2 = · · · :. !Jo :. • m 
In the same manner as in the proof of the preceding lemma we show 
that. the right hand side of (3I) assumes under the restrictions (33) its 
extreme values either in the case 
(34) 
or in the case 
(35) n+1-m rJo=rJ1 = ··· =!Jm-1 = !Jm= I m 
or in the case 
(36} !fo=!J1 = ··· =!ft= I; !ft+l = ··· =!Jm=O, 
where denotes a suitably chosen integer ;;;;; 0 and -;£ m- l. 
The right hand side of (3I) is in the case (34) equal to zero, in the 
case (35} equal to 
(37) { l- (1;) + (;)- ··· =r(m~l) ± (m~l) = (n) ( n ) m ( n -1) =I- 1 + ... ± m-2 =(-) m-2 
and in the case (36) equal to 
(38) 
If m is even, then both (37} and (38) are 
( n-1) ( n-1) ~ 2 and ;;;;; - 1 • m- m,-
If m is odd, then both (37) and (38) are 
< ( n -1) d -, _ ( n -1) 
= m -1 an ~ m- 2 • 
This gives the required inequality. 
Of course we find similar inequalities for the sum T defined in (2I). 
provided that we replace the inequalities (I) by (22). 
